Kettweisel Bikes

The Kettwiesel is a recumbent trike that can be used around site and off site with prior booking. The one that we have at Avon Tyrell also has a power assist, which has 3 levels of assistance when pedaling. If a participant needs a little extra help this bike is ideal as it gives a little boost up hills and riding in general. This bike also has a hand brake which is a great feature when getting in and out and when stopped on a hill. The bike is for taller people who are more of an adult build and height, but it has a lot of adjustment, the ideal age range would be 14+ but there is flexibility. Best thing would be for the group to try before they hire.

We only have one of these bikes at the moment, a hire form will need to completed when hiring. Any damage to the bike will need to covered by the customer.